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Part 1 

Getting started 

Have you watched a blockbuster on Netflix, bought a gadget on Ama
zon.com, or synced files with Dropbox today? If so, you’ve used Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) in the background. As of December 2014, AWS operated 1.4 mil
lion servers and therefore is a big player in the cloud computing market. The 
data centers of AWS are distributed throughout the United States, Europe, Asia, 
and South America. But the cloud doesn’t consist of hardware and computing 
power alone. Software is part of every cloud platform and makes the difference 
for you as a customer. The information technology research firm Gartner has 
classified AWS as a leader in the Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure as a 
Service in 2015 for the fourth time. The speed and quality of innovation on the 
AWS platform is extremely high. 

 The first part of this book will guide you through your first steps with AWS 
and give you an idea of how you can use AWS to improve your IT infrastructure. 
Chapter 1 introduces cloud computing and AWS; you’ll learn about key concepts 
and basics. Chapter 2 brings Amazon Web Service into action; you’ll dive into a 
complex cloud infrastructure with ease. 
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What is
 Amazon Web Services? 

This chapter covers 
■	 Overview of Amazon Web Services 
■	 Benefits of using Amazon Web Services 
■	 Examples of what you can do with Amazon Web 

Services 
■	 Creating and setting up an Amazon Web Services 

account 

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a platform of web services offering solutions for 
computing, storing, and networking, at different layers of abstraction. You can use 
these services to host web sites, run enterprise applications, and mine tremendous 
amounts of data. The term web service means services can be controlled via a web 
interface. The web interface can be used by machines or by humans via a graphical 
user interface. The most prominent services are EC2, which offers virtual servers, 
and S3, which offers storage capacity. Services on AWS work well together; you can 
use them to replicate your existing on-premises setup or design a new setup from 
scratch. Services are charged for on a pay-per-use pricing model. 

3 
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4 CHAPTER 1 What is Amazon Web Services?

 As an AWS customer, you can choose among different data centers. AWS data cen
ters are distributed in the United States, Europe, Asia, and South America. For exam
ple, you can start a virtual server in Japan in the same way you can start a virtual server 
in Ireland. This enables you to serve customers worldwide with a global infrastructure.

 The map in figure 1.1 shows the data centers available to all customers. 

Which hardware powers AWS? 
AWS keeps secret the hardware used in its data centers. The scale at which AWS 
operates computing, networking, and storage hardware is tremendous. It probably 
uses commodity components to save money compared to hardware that charges ex
tra for a brand name. Handling of hardware failure is built into real-world processes 
and software.1 

AWS also uses hardware especially developed for its use cases. A good example is 
the Xeon E5-2666 v3 CPU from Intel. This CPU is optimized to power virtual servers 
from the c4 family. 

In more general terms, AWS is known as a cloud computing platform. 

1.1 What is cloud computing? 
Almost every IT solution is labeled with the term cloud computing or just cloud nowa
days. A buzzword may help to sell, but it’s hard to work with in a book. 

Cloud computing, or the cloud, is a metaphor for supply and consumption of IT 
resources. The IT resources in the cloud aren’t directly visible to the user; there are 
layers of abstraction in between. The level of abstraction offered by the cloud may vary 
from virtual hardware to complex distributed systems. Resources are available on 
demand in enormous quantities and paid for per use. 

Germany
Ireland 

Japan 

Brazil 
Australia 

Singapore 

U.S. East 

U.S. West 1 

U.S. West 2 

Figure 1.1 AWS data center locations 

Bernard Golden, “Amazon Web Services (AWS) Hardware,” For Dummies, http://mng.bz/k6lT. 1 
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5 What can you do with AWS? 

Here's a more official definition from  the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology: 

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network 
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, 
storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with 
minimal management effort or service provider interaction. 

—The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing,
 National Institute of Standards and Technology 

Clouds are often divided into the following types: 

■	 Public—A cloud managed by an organization and open to use by the general 
public 

■	 Private—A cloud that virtualizes and shares the IT infrastructure within a single 
organization 

■ Hybrid—A mixture of a public and a private cloud 

AWS is a public cloud. Cloud computing services also have several classifications: 

■	 Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)—Offers fundamental resources like computing, 
storage, and networking capabilities, using virtual servers such as Amazon EC2, 
Google Compute Engine, and Microsoft Azure virtual machines 

■	 Platform as a service (PaaS)—Provides platforms to deploy custom applications to 
the cloud, such as AWS Elastic Beanstalk, Google App Engine, and Heroku 

■	 Software as a service (SaaS)—Combines infrastructure and software running in 
the cloud, including office applications like Amazon WorkSpaces, Google Apps 
for Work, and Microsoft Office 365 

The AWS product portfolio contains IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS. Let’s take a more concrete 
look at what you can do with AWS. 

1.2 What can you do with AWS? 
You can run any application on AWS by using one or a combination of services. The 
examples in this section will give you an idea of what you can do with AWS. 

1.2.1 Hosting a web shop 

John is CIO of a medium-sized e-commerce business. His goal is to provide his custom
ers with a fast and reliable web shop. He decided to host the web shop on-premises, 
and three years ago he rented servers in a data center. A web server handles requests 
from customers, and a database stores product information and orders. John is evalu
ating how his company can take advantage of AWS by running the same setup on AWS, 
as shown in figure 1.2. 
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6 CHAPTER 1 What is Amazon Web Services? 

DatabaseWeb server 

On-premises server 

DatabaseWeb 
server 

Internet 

User 

Managed by you with updates, Figure 1.2 Running a web shopMaintenance free 
monitoring, and so on on-premises vs. on AWS 

John realized that other options are available to improve his setup on AWS with addi
tional services: 

■	 The web shop consists of dynamic content (such as products and their prices) 
and static content (such as the company logo). By splitting dynamic and static 
content, John reduced the load for his web servers and improved performance 
by delivering the static content over a content delivery network (CDN). 

■	 John uses maintenance-free services including a database, an object store, and a 
DNS system on AWS. This frees him from managing these parts of the system, 
decreases operational costs, and improves quality. 

■	 The application running the web shop can be installed on virtual servers. John 
split the capacity of the old on-premises server into multiple smaller virtual serv
ers at no extra cost. If one of these virtual servers fails, the load balancer will 
send customer requests to the other virtual servers. This setup improves the web 
shop’s reliability. 

Figure 1.3 shows how John enhanced the web shop setup with AWS. 
 John started a proof-of-concept project and found that his web application can be 

transferred to AWS and that services are available to help improve his setup. 

1.2.2 Running a Java EE application in your private network 

Maureen is a senior system architect in a global corporation. She wants to move parts 
of the business applications to AWS when the company’s data-center contract expires 
in a few months, to reduce costs and gain flexibility. She found that it’s possible to run 
enterprise applications on AWS. 
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7 What can you do with AWS? 

Database 

Internet 
User 

Load balancer DNS CDN 

Object store 

Dynamic 

Web server 

Static 

Improve 
reliability 

Improve 
performance 

Decrease 
maintenance 
costs 

Managed by you with updates,Maintenance free 
monitoring, and so on 

Figure 1.3 Running a web shop on AWS with CDN for better performance, a load balancer for 
high availability, and a managed database to decrease maintenance costs 

To do so, she defines a virtual network in the cloud and connects it to the corpo
rate network through a virtual private network (VPN) connection. The company 
can control access and protect mission-critical data by using subnets and control 
traffic between them with access-control lists. Maureen controls traffic to the 
internet using Network Address Translation (NAT) and firewalls. She installs 
application servers on virtual machines (VMs) to run the Java EE application. Mau
reen is also thinking about storing data in a SQL database service (such as Oracle 
Database Enterprise Edition or Microsoft SQL Server EE). Figure 1.4 illustrates Mau
reen’s architecture. 

Maureen has managed to connect the on-premises data center with a private net
work on AWS. Her team has already started to move the first enterprise application to 
the cloud. 

1.2.3 Meeting legal and business data archival requirements 

Greg is responsible for the IT infrastructure of a small law office. His primary goal is to 
store and archive all data in a reliable and durable way. He operates a file server to 
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8 CHAPTER 1 What is Amazon Web Services? 

SQL database 

Private subnet 
10.10.2.0/24 

Internet 

Private subnet 
10.10.1.0/24 

Private subnet 
10.10.0.0/24 

Virtual network 
10.10.0.0/16 

Java EE server 

NAT 
Internet 
gateway 

VPN 
gatewayCorporate network 

10.20.0.0/16 

VPN 

Figure 1.4 Running a Java EE application with enterprise networking on AWS 

offer the possibility of sharing documents within the office. Storing all the data is a 
challenge for him: 

■	 He needs to back up all files to prevent the loss of critical data. To do so, Greg 
copies the data from the file server to another network-attached storage, so he 
had to buy the hardware for the file server twice. The file server and the backup 
server are located close together, so he is failing to meet disaster-recovery 
requirements to recover from a fire or a break-in. 

■	 To meet legal and business data archival requirements, Greg needs to store data 
for a long time. Storing data for 10 years or longer is tricky. Greg uses an expen
sive archive solution to do so. 

To save money and increase data security, Greg decided to use AWS. He transferred 
data to a highly available object store. A storage gateway makes it unnecessary to buy 
and operate network-attached storage and a backup on-premises. A virtual tape deck 
takes over the task of archiving data for the required length of time. Figure 1.5 
shows how Greg implemented this use case on AWS and compares it to the 
on-premises solution. 

Greg is fine with the new solution to store and archive data on AWS because he was 
able to improve quality and he gained the possibility of scaling storage size. 
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9 What can you do with AWS? 

Local company network Local company network 

User UserUser 

Network-attached 
storage (NAS) 

Tape deck 

Backup Archive 

Archive 

Synchronize 

NAS (backup) 

Data storage in a single 
location is a disaster risk. 

With high-availability 
services, no backup 
is required. 

User UserUser 

Storage gateway 

Internet 

Object Virtual 
store tape drive 

Managed by you with updates,Maintenance free 
monitoring, and so on 

Figure 1.5 Backing up and archiving data on-premises and on AWS 

1.2.4 Implementing a fault-tolerant system architecture 

Alexa is a software engineer working for a fast-growing startup. She knows that Mur
phy’s Law applies to IT infrastructure: anything that can go wrong, will go wrong. Alexa 
is working hard to build a fault-tolerant system to prevent outages from ruining the 
business. She knows that there are two type of services on AWS: fault-tolerant services 
and services that can be used in a fault-tolerant way. Alexa builds a system like the one 
shown in figure 1.6 with a fault-tolerant architecture. The database service is offered 
with replication and failover handling. Alexa uses virtual servers acting as web servers. 
These virtual servers aren’t fault tolerant by default. But Alexa uses a load balancer and 
can launch multiple servers in different data centers to achieve fault tolerance. 

 So far, Alexa has protected the startup from major outages. Nevertheless, she and 
her team are always planning for failure. 

 You now have a broad idea of what you can do with AWS. Generally speaking, you 
can host any application on AWS. The next section explains the nine most important 
benefits AWS has to offer. 
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Data center A 

Web server 

Database 
(master) 

Load 
balancer 

Internet 
User Data center B 

Web server 

Database 
(standby) 

Fault tolerant by default Highly available Fault tolerant usage possible 

Figure 1.6 Building a fault-tolerant system on AWS 

1.3 How you can benefit from using AWS 
What’s the most important advantage of using AWS? Cost savings, you might say. But 
saving money isn’t the only advantage. Let’s look at other ways you can benefit from 
using AWS. 

1.3.1 Innovative and fast-growing platform 

In 2014, AWS announced more than 500 new services and features during its yearly 
conference, re:Invent at Las Vegas. On top of that, new features and improvements 
are released every week. You can transform these new services and features into inno
vative solutions for your customers and thus achieve a competitive advantage. 

 The number of attendees to the re:Invent conference grew from 9,000 in 2013 
to 13,500 in 2014.2 AWS counts more than 1 million businesses and government agen
cies among its customers, and in its Q1 2014 results discussion, the company said it 
will continue to hire more talent to grow even further.3 You can expect even more new 
features and services in the coming years. 

2	 Greg Bensinger, “Amazon Conference Showcases Another Side of the Retailer’s Business,” Digits, Nov. 12, 2014, 
http://mng.bz/hTBo. 

3	 “Amazon.com’s Management Discusses Q1 2014 Results - Earnings Call Transcript,” Seeking Alpha, April 24, 2014, 
http://mng.bz/60qX. 
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11 How you can benefit from using AWS 

1.3.2 Services solve common problems 

As you’ve learned, AWS is a platform of services. Common problems such as load bal
ancing, queuing, sending email, and storing files are solved for you by services. You don’t 
need to reinvent the wheel. It’s your job to pick the right services to build complex sys
tems. Then you can let AWS manage those services while you focus on your customers. 

1.3.3 Enabling automation 

Because AWS has an API, you can automate everything: you can write code to create 
networks, start virtual server clusters, or deploy a relational database. Automation 
increases reliability and improves efficiency. 

 The more dependencies your system has, the more complex it gets. A human can 
quickly lose perspective, whereas a computer can cope with graphs of any size. You 
should concentrate on tasks a human is good at—describing a system—while the com
puter figures out how to resolve all those dependencies to create the system. Setting 
up an environment in the cloud based on your blueprints can be automated with the 
help of infrastructure as code, covered in chapter 4. 

1.3.4 Flexible capacity (scalability) 

Flexible capacity frees you from planning. You can scale from one server to thousands 
of servers. Your storage can grow from gigabytes to petabytes. You no longer need to 
predict your future capacity needs for the coming months and years. 

 If you run a web shop, you have seasonal traffic patterns, as shown in figure 1.7. 
Think about day versus night, and weekday versus weekend or holiday. Wouldn’t it be 
nice if you could add capacity when traffic grows and remove capacity when traffic 
shrinks? That’s exactly what flexible capacity is about. You can start new servers within 
minutes and throw them away a few hours after that. 

 The cloud has almost no capacity constraints. You no longer need to think about 
rack space, switches, and power supplies—you can add as many servers as you like. If 
your data volume grows, you can always add new storage capacity. 
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DecemberJanuary 

Figure 1.7 Seasonal traffic patterns for a web shop 
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12	 CHAPTER 1 What is Amazon Web Services? 

Flexible capacity also means you can shut down unused systems. In one of our last proj
ects, the test environment only ran from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. on weekdays, allowing 
us to save 60%. 

1.3.5 Built for failure (reliability) 

Most AWS services are fault-tolerant or highly available. If you use those services, you 
get reliability for free. AWS supports you as you build systems in a reliable way. It pro
vides everything you need to create your own fault-tolerant systems. 

1.3.6 Reducing time to market 

In AWS, you request a new virtual server, and a few minutes later that virtual server is 
booted and ready to use. The same is true with any other AWS service available. You 
can use them all on demand. This allows you to adapt your infrastructure to new 
requirements very quickly.

 Your development process will be faster because of the shorter feedback loops. You 
can eliminate constraints such as the number of test environments available; if you 
need one more test environment, you can create it for a few hours. 

1.3.7 Benefiting from economies of scale 

At the time of writing, the charges for using AWS have been reduced 42 times since 2008: 

■	 In December 2014, charges for outbound data transfer were lowered by up to 43%. 
■	 In November 2014, charges for using the search service were lowered by 50%. 
■	 In March 2014, charges for using a virtual server were lowered by up to 40%. 

As of December 2014, AWS operated 1.4 million servers. All processes related to oper
ations must be optimized to operate at that scale. The bigger AWS gets, the lower the 
prices will be. 

1.3.8 Worldwide 

You can deploy your applications as close to your customers as possible. AWS has data 
centers in the following locations: 

■	 United States (northern Virginia, northern California, Oregon) 
■	 Europe (Germany, Ireland) 
■	 Asia (Japan, Singapore) 
■	 Australia 
■ South America (Brazil)
 

With AWS, you can run your business all over the world. 


1.3.9 Professional partner 

AWS is compliant with the following: 

■	 ISO 27001—A worldwide information security standard certified by an indepen
dent and accredited certification body 
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13 How much does it cost? 

■	 FedRAMP & DoD CSM—Ensures secure cloud computing for the U.S. Federal 
Government and the U.S. Department of Defense 

■	 PCI DSS Level 1—A data security standard (DSS) for the payment card industry 
(PCI) to protect cardholders data 

■	 ISO 9001—A standardized quality management approach used worldwide and 
certified by an independent and accredited certification body 

If you’re still not convinced that AWS is a professional partner, you should know that 
Airbnb, Amazon, Intuit, NASA, Nasdaq, Netflix, SoundCloud, and many more are run
ning serious workloads on AWS. 

 The cost benefit is elaborated in more detail in the next section. 

1.4 How much does it cost? 
A bill from AWS is similar to an electric bill. Services are billed based on usage. You pay 
for the hours a virtual server was running, the used storage from the object store (in 
gigabytes), or the number of running load balancers. Services are invoiced on a 
monthly basis. The pricing for each service is publicly available; if you want to calcu
late the monthly cost of a planned setup, you can use the AWS Simple Monthly Calcu
lator (http://aws.amazon.com/calculator). 

1.4.1 Free Tier 

You can use some AWS services for free during the first 12 months after you sign up. 
The idea behind the Free Tier is to enable you to experiment with AWS and get some 
experience. Here is what’s included in the Free Tier: 

■	 750 hours (roughly a month) of a small virtual server running Linux or Win
dows. This means you can run one virtual server the whole month or you can 
run 750 virtual servers for one hour. 

■	 750 hours (or roughly a month) of a load balancer. 
■	 Object store with 5 GB of storage. 
■	 Small database with 20 GB of storage, including backup. 

If you exceed the limits of the Free Tier, you start paying for the resources you con
sume without further notice. You’ll receive a bill at the end of the month. We’ll show 
you how to monitor your costs before you begin using AWS. If your Free Tier ends 
after one year, you pay for all resources you use.

 You get some additional benefits, as detailed at http://aws.amazon.com/free. This 
book will use the Free Tier as much as possible and will clearly state when additional 
resources are required that aren’t covered by the Free Tier. 

1.4.2 Billing example 

As mentioned earlier, you can be billed in several ways: 

■	 Based on hours of usage—If you use a server for 61 minutes, that’s usually counted 
as 2 hours. 
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14	 CHAPTER 1 What is Amazon Web Services? 

■	 Based on traffic—Traffic can be measured in gigabytes or in number of requests. 
■	 Based on storage usage—Usage can be either provisioned capacity (for example, 50 GB 

volume no matter how much you use) or real usage (such as 2.3 GB used). 

Remember the web shop example from section 1.2? Figure 1.8 shows the web shop 
and adds information about how each part is billed. 

Database 

Internet 
User 

Load balancer DNS CDN 

Object 
storage 

Web server 

Dynamic Static 

Billed by hours of usage Billed by traffic Billed by storage usage 

Figure 1.8 Web shop billing example 

Let’s assume your web shop started successfully in January, and you decided to run a 
marketing campaign to increase sales for the next month. Lucky you: you were able to 
increase the number of visitors of your web shop fivefold in February. As you already 
know, you have to pay for AWS based on usage. Table 1.1 shows your bills for January 
and February. The number of visitors increased from 100,000 to 500,000, and your 
monthly bill increased from 142.37 USD to 538.09 USD, which is a 3.7-fold increase. 
Because your web shop had to handle more traffic, you had to pay more for services, 
such as the CDN, the web servers, and the database. Other services, like the storage of 
static files, didn’t experience more usage, so the price stayed the same. 

With AWS, you can achieve a linear relationship between traffic and costs. And 
other opportunities await you with this pricing model. 
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Table 1.1 How an AWS bill changes if the number of web shop visitors increases 

Service January usage February usage February charge Increase 

Visits to website 100,000 500,000 

CDN 26 M requests + 
25 GB traffic 

131 M requests + 
125 GB traffic 

113.31 USD 90.64 USD 

Static files 50 GB used 
storage 

50 GB used 
storage 

1.50 USD 0.00 USD 

Load balancer 748 hours + 
50 GB traffic 

748 hours + 
250 GB traffic 

20.30 USD 1.60 USD 

Web servers 1 server = 748 
hours 

4 servers = 2,992 
hours 

204.96 USD 153.72 USD 

Database (748 
hours) 

Small server + 
20 GB storage 

Large server + 
20 GB storage 

170.66 USD 128.10 USD 

Traffic (outgoing 
traffic to internet) 

51 GB 255 GB 22.86 USD 18.46 USD 

DNS 2 M requests 10 M requests 4.50 USD 3.20 USD 

Total cost 538.09 USD 395.72 USD 

1.4.3 Pay-per-use opportunities 

The AWS pay-per-use pricing model creates new opportunities. You no longer need to 
make upfront investments in infrastructure. You can start servers on demand and only 
pay per hour of usage; and you can stop using those servers whenever you like and no 
longer have to pay for them. You don’t need to make an upfront commitment regard
ing how much storage you’ll use. 

 A big server costs exactly as much as two smaller ones with the same capacity. Thus 
you can divide your systems into smaller parts, because the cost is the same. This 
makes fault tolerance affordable not only for big companies but also for smaller 
budgets. 

1.5 Comparing alternatives 
AWS isn’t the only cloud computing provider. Microsoft and Google have cloud offer
ings as well. 

 OpenStack is different because it’s open source and developed by more than 200 
companies including IBM, HP, and Rackspace. Each of these companies uses Open-
Stack to operate its own cloud offerings, sometimes with closed source add-ons. You 
could run your own cloud based on OpenStack, but you would lose most of the bene
fits outlined in section 1.3. 

 Comparing cloud providers isn’t easy, because open standards are mostly missing. 
Functionality like virtual networks and message queuing are realized differently. If you 
know what features you need, you can compare the details and make your decision. 
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16 CHAPTER 1 What is Amazon Web Services? 

Otherwise, AWS is your best bet because the chances are highest that you’ll find a solu
tion for your problem. 

 Following are some common features of cloud providers: 

■ Virtual servers (Linux and Windows) 
■ Object store 
■ Load balancer 
■ Message queuing 
■ Graphical user interface 
■ Command-line interface 

The more interesting question is, how do cloud providers differ? Table 1.2 compares 
AWS, Azure, Google Cloud Platform, and OpenStack. 

Table 1.2 Differences between AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, and OpenStack 

AWS Azure 
Google Cloud 

Platform 
OpenStack 

Number of services 

Number of locations 
(multiple data cen
ters per location) 

Compliance 

SDK languages 

Integration into 
development 
process 

Block-level storage 
(attached via net
work) 

Relational 
database 

NoSQL database 

DNS 

Most 

9 

Common standards 
(ISO 27001, HIPAA, 
FedRAMP, SOC), IT 
Grundschutz (Ger
many), G-Cloud (UK) 

Android, Browsers 
(JavaScript), iOS, 
Java, .NET, Node.js 
(JavaScript), PHP, 
Python, Ruby, Go 

Medium, not linked 
to specific ecosys
tems 

Yes 

Yes (MySQL, Postgr
eSQL, Oracle Data
base, Microsoft SQL 
Server) 

Yes (proprietary) 

Yes 

Many 

13 

Common standards 
(ISO 27001, HIPAA, 
FedRAMP, SOC), ISO 
27018 (cloud pri
vacy), G-Cloud (UK) 

Android, iOS, Java, 
.NET, Node.js 
(JavaScript), PHP, 
Python, Ruby 

High, linked to the 
Microsoft ecosys
tem (for example, 
.NET development) 

Yes (can be used by 
multiple virtual serv
ers simultaneously) 

Yes (Azure SQL Data
base, Microsoft SQL 
Server) 

Yes (proprietary) 

No 

Enough 

3 

Common standards 
(ISO 27001, HIPAA, 
FedRAMP, SOC) 

Java, Browsers 
(JavaScript), .NET, 
PHP, Python 

High, linked to the 
Google ecosystem 
(for example, 
Android) 

No 

Yes (MySQL) 

Yes (proprietary) 

Yes 

Few 

Yes (depends on the 
OpenStack provider) 

Yes (depends on the 
OpenStack provider) 

-

-

Yes (can be used by 
multiple virtual serv
ers simultaneously) 

Yes (depends on the 
OpenStack provider) 

No 

No 
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Table 1.2 Differences between AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, and OpenStack (continued) 

AWS Azure 
Google Cloud 

Platform 
OpenStack 

Virtual network 

Pub/sub messag
ing 

Machine-learning 
tools 

Deployment tools 

On-premises data
center integration 

Yes 

Yes (proprietary, JMS 
library available) 

Yes  

Yes 

Yes  

Yes 

Yes (proprietary) 

Yes  

Yes 

Yes  

No 

Yes (proprietary) 

Yes  

Yes 

Yes  

Yes 

No 

No  

No 

No  

In our opinion, AWS is the most mature cloud platform available at the moment. 

1.6 Exploring AWS services 
Hardware for computing, storing, and networking is the foundation of the AWS cloud. 
AWS runs software services on top of the hardware to provide the cloud, as shown in 
figure 1.9. A web interface, the API, acts as an interface between AWS services and your 
applications. 

 You can manage services by sending requests to the API manually via a GUI or pro
grammatically via a SDK. To do so, you can use a tool like the Management Console, a 
web-based user interface, or a command-line tool. Virtual servers have a peculiarity: 
you can connect to virtual servers through SSH, for example, and gain administrator 

Administrator 

Figure 1.9 The AWS cloud is composed of hardware and software services accessible via an API. 

Manage 
services 

Compute: 
App: 

Enterprise: 
Deployment: 

Storage: 
Database: 

Networking: 

Virtual server 
Queues, search 
Directory service, mail 
Access rights, monitoring 
Object store, archiving 
Relational, NoSQL 
DNS, virtual network 

Services 

Compute 

Software 
Hardware 

Storage 
Network 

API 
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Administrator 

Manage 
services 

Install and configure 
software remotely 

API Services 

Static file 
storage 

NoSQL 
database 

Sending 
email 

Virtual 
server 

Figure 1.10 Managing a custom application running on a virtual server and dependent services 

access. This means you can install any software you like on a virtual server. Other ser
vices, like the NoSQL database service, offer their features through an API and hide 
everything that’s going on behind the scenes. Figure 1.10 shows an administrator 
installing a custom PHP web application on a virtual server and managing dependent 
services such as a NoSQL database used by the PHP web application. 

Users send HTTP requests to a virtual server. A web server is installed on this virtual 
server along with a custom PHP web application. The web application needs to talk to 
AWS services in order to answer HTTP requests from users. For example, the web 
application needs to query data from a NoSQL database, store static files, and send 
email. Communication between the web application and AWS services is handled by 
the API, as figure 1.11 shows. 

 The number of different services available can be scary at the outset. The following 
categorization of AWS services will help you to find your way through the jungle: 

■	 Compute services offer computing power and memory. You can start virtual serv
ers and use them to run your applications. 

■	 App services offer solutions for common use cases like message queues, topics, 
and searching large amounts of data to integrate into your applications. 
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■	 Enterprise services offer independent solutions such as mail servers and directory 
services. 

■	 Deployment and administration services work on top of the services mentioned so 
far. They help you grant and revoke access to cloud resources, monitor your vir
tual servers, and deploy applications. 

■	 Storage is needed to collect, persist, and archive data. AWS offers different stor
age options: an object store or a network-attached storage solution for use with 
virtual servers. 

■	 Database storage has some advantages over simple storage solutions when you 
need to manage structured data. AWS offers solutions for relational and NoSQL 
databases. 

■	 Networking services are an elementary part of AWS. You can define private net
works and use a well-integrated DNS. 

Be aware that we cover only the most important categories and services here. Other 
services are available, and you can also run your own applications on AWS. 

Now that we’ve looked at AWS services in detail, it’s time for you to learn how to 
interact with those services. 

Users 

HTTP request 

Virtual 
server 

API Services 

Static file 
storage 

NoSQL 
database 

Sending 
email 

Figure 1.11 Handling an HTTP request with a custom web application using additional 
AWS services 
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1.7 Interacting with AWS 
When you interact with AWS to configure or use services, you make calls to the API. 
The API is the entry point to AWS, as figure 1.12 demonstrates.

 Next, we’ll give you an overview of the tools available to make calls to the AWS API. 
You can compare the ability of these tools to automate your daily tasks. 

1.7.1 Management Console 

You can use the web-based Management Console to interact with AWS. You can manu
ally control AWS with this convenient GUI, which runs in every modern web browser 
(Chrome, Firefox, Safari 5, IE 9); see figure 1.13. 

If you’re experimenting with AWS, the Management Console is the best place to 
start. It helps you to gain an overview of the different services and achieve success 
quickly. The Management Console is also a good way to set up a cloud infrastructure 
for development and testing. 

1.7.2 Command-line interface 

You can start a virtual server, create storage, and send email from the command line. 
With the command-line interface (CLI), you can control everything on AWS; see fig
ure 1.14. 

Automation 

Figure 1.12 

API 

Manual 

Services 

Web-based 
management 

Console 

Blueprints 

SDKs for Java, 
Python, JavaScript,... 

Command-
line interface 

Tools to interact with the AWS API 
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Figure 1.13 Management Console 

Figure 1.14 Command-line interface 
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The CLI is typically used to automate tasks on AWS. If you want to automate parts of 
your infrastructure with the help of a continuous integration server like Jenkins, the 
CLI is the right tool for the job. The CLI offers a convenient way to access the API and 
combine multiple calls into a script. 

 You can even begin to automate your infrastructure with scripts by chaining multi
ple CLI calls together. The CLI is available for Windows, Mac, and Linux, and there’s 
also a PowerShell version available. 

1.7.3 SDKs 

Sometimes you need to call AWS from within your application. With SDKs, you can use 
your favorite programming language to integrate AWS into your application logic. AWS 
provides SDKs for the following: 

■ Android ■ Node.js (JavaScript) 

■ Browsers (JavaScript) ■ PHP 

■ iOS ■ Python 

■ Java ■ Ruby 

■ .NET ■ Go 

SDKs are typically used to integrate AWS services into applications. If you’re doing soft
ware development and want to integrate an AWS service like a NoSQL database or a 
push-notification service, an SDK is the right choice for the job. Some services, such as 
queues and topics, must be used with an SDK in your application. 

1.7.4 Blueprints 

A blueprint is a description of your system containing all services and dependencies. The 
blueprint doesn’t say anything about the necessary steps or the order to achieve the 
described system. Figure 1.15 shows how a blueprint is transferred into a running system. 

DNS CDN 
{

 infrastructure: {

  loadbalancer: {


 server: { ... }

 },
 Tool 
  cdn: { ... },

  database: { ... },

  dns: { ... },

  static: { ... }

 }
 
}
 

Load balancer Static files 

Web servers Database 
Figure 1.15 Infrastructure 
automation with blueprints 
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Consider using blueprints if you have to control many or complex environments. 
Blueprints will help you to automate the configuration of your infrastructure in the 
cloud. You can use blueprints to set up virtual networks and launch different servers 
into that network, for example. 

 A blueprint removes much of the burden from you because you no longer need to 
worry about dependencies during system creation—the blueprint automates the 
entire process. You’ll learn more about automating your infrastructure in chapter 4. 

 It’s time to get started creating your AWS account and exploring AWS practice after 
all that theory. 

1.8 Creating an AWS account 
Before you can start using AWS, you need to create an account. An AWS account is a 
basket for all the resources you own. You can attach multiple users to an account if 
multiple humans need access to the account; by default, your account will have one 
root user. To create an account, you need the following: 

■ A telephone number to validate your identity 
■ A credit card to pay your bills 

Using an old account? 
You can use your existing AWS account while working on the examples in this book. In 
this case, your usage may not be covered by the Free Tier, and you may have to pay for 
your usage. 

Also, if you created your existing AWS account before December 4, 2013, you should create 
a new one: there are legacy issues that may cause trouble when you try our examples. 

1.8.1 Signing up 

The sign-up process consists of five steps:
 

1 Provide your login credentials.
 
2 Provide your contact information.
 
3 Provide your payment details.
 
4 Verify your identity.
 
5 Choose your support plan.
 

Point your favorite modern web browser to https://aws.amazon.com, and click the 
Create a Free Account / Create an AWS Account button. 

1. PROVIDING YOUR LOGIN CREDENTIALS 

The Sign Up page, shown in figure 1.16, gives you two choices. You can either create 
an account using your Amazon.com account or create an account from scratch. If you 
create the account from scratch, follow along. Otherwise, skip to step 5.

 Fill in your email address, and select I Am a New User. Go on to the next step to cre
ate your login credentials. We advise you to choose a strong password to prevent misuse 
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Figure 1.16 Creating an AWS 
account: Sign Up page 

of your account. We suggest a password with 16 characters, numbers, and symbols. If 
someone gets access to your account, they can destroy your systems or steal your data. 

2. PROVIDING YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION 

The next step, as shown in figure 1.17, is to provide your contact information. Fill in 
all the required fields, and continue. 

Figure 1.17 Creating an 
AWS account: providing 
your contact information 
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Figure 1.18 Creating an AWS account: providing your payment details 

3. PROVIDE YOUR PAYMENT DETAILS 

Now the screen shown in figure 1.18 asks for your payment information. AWS supports 
MasterCard and Visa. You can set your preferred payment currency later, if you don’t 
want to pay your bills in USD; supported currencies are EUR, GBP, CHF, AUD, and some 
others. 

4. VERIFYING YOUR IDENTITY 

The next step is to verify your identity. Figure 1.19 shows the first step of the process. 
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Figure 1.19 Creating an AWS account: verifying your identity (1 of 2) 

After you complete the first part, you’ll receive a call from AWS. A robot voice will ask 
you for your PIN, which will be like the one shown in figure 1.20. Your identity will be 
verified, and you can continue with the last step. 

Figure 1.20 Creating an AWS account: verifying your identity (2 of 2) 
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Figure 1.21 Creating an AWS account: choosing your support plan 

5. CHOOSING YOUR SUPPORT PLAN 

The last step is to choose a support plan; see figure 1.21. In this case, select the Basic 
plan, which is free. If you later create an AWS account for your business, we recom
mend the Business support plan. You can even switch support plans later.

 High five! You’re done. Now you can log in to your account with the AWS Manage
ment Console. 

1.8.2 Signing In 

You have an AWS account and are ready to sign in to the AWS Management Console at 
https://console.aws.amazon.com. As mentioned earlier, the Management Console is 
a web-based tool you can use to control AWS resources. The Management Console 
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Figure 1.22 Sign in to the Management Console. 

uses the AWS API to make most of the functionality available to you. Figure 1.22 shows 
the Sign In page.

 Enter your login credentials and click Sign In Using Our Secure Server to see the 
Management Console, shown in figure 1.23. 

Figure 1.23 AWS Management Console 
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The most important part is the navigation bar at the top; see figure 1.24. It consists of 
six sections: 

■	 AWS—Gives you a fast overview of all resources in your account. 
■	 Services—Provides access to all AWS services. 
■	 Custom section (Edit)—Click Edit and drag-and-drop important services here to 

personalize the navigation bar. 
■	 Your name—Lets you access billing information and your account, and also lets 

you sign out. 
■	 Your region—Lets you choose your region. You’ll learn about regions in section 

3.5. You don’t need to change anything here now. 
■ Support—Gives you access to forums, documentation, and a ticket system. 

Resource 
overview 

Quick access to services 
(customizable) 

Region 
selector 

Help 
section 

Jump to Account and 
a service billing 

Figure 1.24 AWS Management Console navigation bar 

Next, you’ll create a key pair so you can connect to your virtual servers. 

1.8.3 Creating a key pair 

To access a virtual server in AWS, you need a key pair consisting of a private key and a 
public key. The public key will be uploaded to AWS and inserted into the virtual server. 
The private key is yours; it’s like your password, but much more secure. Protect your 
private key as if it’s a password. It’s your secret, so don’t lose it—you can’t retrieve it. 

 To access a Linux server, you use the SSH protocol; you’ll authenticate with the 
help of your key pair instead of a password during login. You access a Windows server 
via Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP); you’ll need your key pair to decrypt the adminis
trator password before you can log in. 

The following steps will guide you to the dashboard of the EC2 service, which offers 
virtual servers, and where you can obtain a key pair: 

1	 Open the AWS Management Console at https://console.aws.amazon.com. 
2	 Click Services in the navigation bar, find the EC2 service, and click it. 
3	 Your browser shows the EC2 Management Console. 

The EC2 Management Console, shown in figure 1.25, is split into three columns. The first 
column is the EC2 navigation bar; because EC2 is one of the oldest services, it has many 
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Figure 1.25 EC2 Management Console 

features that you can access via the navigation bar. The second column gives you a brief 
overview of all your EC2 resources. The third column provides additional information. 

Follow these steps to create a new key pair: 


1 Click Key Pairs in the navigation bar under Network & Security.
 
2 Click the Create Key Pair button on the page shown in figure 1.26.
 
3 Name the Key Pair mykey. If you choose another name, you must replace the
 

name in all the following examples! 

During key-pair creation, you downloaded a file called mykey.pem. You must now pre
pare that key for future use. Depending on your operating system, you may need to do 
things differently, so please read the section that fits your OS. 

Using your own key pair 
It’s also possible to upload the public key part from an existing key pair to AWS. Doing 
so has two advantages: 

■	 You can reuse an existing key pair. 
■	 You can be sure that only you know the private key part of the key pair. If you use 

the Create Key Pair button, AWS knows (at least briefly) your private key. 

We decided against that approach in this case because it’s less convenient to imple
ment in a book. 
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Figure 1.26 EC2 Management Console key pairs 

LINUX AND MAC OS X 

The only thing you need to do is change the access rights of mykey.pem so that only 
you can read the file. To do so, run chmod 400 mykey.pem in the terminal. You’ll learn 
about how to use your key when you need to log in to a virtual server for the first time 
in this book. 

WINDOWS 

Windows doesn’t ship a SSH client, so you need to download the PuTTY installer for 
Windows from http://mng.bz/A1bY and install PuTTY. PuTTY comes with a tool 
called PuTTYgen that can convert the mykey.pem file into a mykey.ppk file, which 
you’ll need: 

1 Run the application PuTTYgen. The screen shown in figure 1.27 opens.
 
2 Select SSH-2 RSA under Type of Key to Generate.
 
3 Click Load.
 
4 Because PuTTYgen displays only *.pkk files, you need to switch the file exten

sion of the File Name field to All Files. 
5 Select the mykey.pem file, and click Open. 
6 Confirm the dialog box. 
7 Change Key Comment to mykey. 
8 Click Save Private Key. Ignore the warning about saving the key without a 

passphrase. 

Your .pem file is now converted to the .pkk format needed by PuTTY. You’ll learn how 
to use your key when you need to log in to a virtual server for the first time in this book. 
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Figure 1.27 PuTTYgen allows you to convert the downloaded .pem file into the .pkk 

file format needed by PuTTY.
 

1.8.4 Creating a billing alarm 

Before you use your AWS account in the next chapter, we advise you to create a billing 
alarm. If you exceed the Free Tier, an email is sent to you. The book warns you when
ever an example isn’t covered by the Free Tier. Please make sure that you carefully fol
low the cleanup steps after each example. To make sure you haven’t missed something 
during cleanup, please create a billing alarm as advised by AWS: http://mng.bz/M7Sj. 

1.9 Summary 
■	 Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a platform of web services offering solutions for 

computing, storing, and networking that work well together. 
■	 Cost savings aren’t the only benefit of using AWS. You’ll also profit from an 

innovative and fast-growing platform with flexible capacity, fault-tolerant ser
vices, and a worldwide infrastructure. 

■	 Any use case can be implemented on AWS, whether it’s a widely used web appli
cation or a specialized enterprise application with an advanced networking 
setup. 
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■	 You can interact with AWS in many different ways. You can control the different ser
vices by using the web-based GUI; use code to manage AWS programmatically from 
the command line or SDKs; or use blueprints to set up, modify, or delete your infra
structure on AWS. 

■	 Pay-per-use is the pricing model for AWS services. Computing power, storage, 
and networking services are billed similarly to electricity. 

■	 Creating an AWS account is easy. Now you know how to set up a key pair so you 
can log in to virtual servers for later use. 
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